The role of a graded profile analysis in determining candidacy and outcome for cochlear implantation in children.
Assessment of candidacy for cochlear implantation in children continues to present a challenge to cochlear implant programs. The efficacy of implantation depends on a number of factors and as a result a multidisciplinary approach has been adopted. At the Cochlear Implant Program at The Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, we use a graded profile analysis (GPA) which has been adapted from the Children's Implant Profile (CHIP) developed by Hellman (S.A. Hellman, P.M. Chute, R.E. Kretschmer, M.E., Nevins, S.C. Parisier, L.C. Thurston, The development of a Children's Implant Profile, Am. Ann. Deaf. 136 (1991) 77-81). This structured assessment allows each potential candidate to be 'scored' in each category of assessment giving a potential range of -14 to +14. In this retrospective study of 109 candidates we examine the relationship between GPA scores and decision to implant. For those patients who were implanted, the relationship between GPA score and speech perception outcomes was also evaluated. Three distinct groups of children emerged from the analysis. The first group had scores less than 5 and were not considered to be suitable for implantation. Within the second group who scored between 5 and 8, there was no clear relationship between decision to implant and score. The last group, who scored 9-14, was considered to be generally suitable for implantation provided that there were no medical contraindications and the parents consented to implantation. There was a significant association between rate of improvement of speech perception and GPA score. Those patients with scores of 9 to +14 improved at a faster rate than group 5-8 (P < 0.05). The implications of these findings are discussed.